Inoperative: Cyborg One

Introducing a new series by Award
Winning Author, Charity Parkerson:
Generation Automation is upon us. The
craving to own the latest and greatest
technology in the name of convenience has
created a world where man and machine
live alongside one another in an unsteady
peace. Humans still rule for now. However,
an underground movement has begun that
will change everything. For every arising
enemy against humanity, a countermeasure
is born-- Alexia is one of the few humans
left whod rather not have an android
hanging over her shoulder all day.
Unfortunately, when her job lands her on a
list of people targeted by terrorists, shes
assigned a Machine Industry Leading Edge
Sentinel, or Miles, for protection. Per Miles
programming, he shouldnt be able to
override Alexias commands. However, he
defies her at every turn. The lines between
reality and fantasy blur as Alexias
attraction for the mysterious android
grows. Unfortunately, when she goes on a
mission to seek the truth, what she learns
might get her killed.
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